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On Ash Wednesday I presided at the graveside funeral of Jimmy Whitton up at Kitswell. The sun
was out; the birds were singing and it felt like the beginning of spring. But it was a sharp reminder of
all that has been keeping us company since we first locked down at the beginning of Lent, 2020. In
the midst of life, we are in death. And that, of course, is the point of Ash Wednesday. Our culture is
notoriously death-averse. It is the last taboo. We do everything we can to convince ourselves that we
are not mortal, finite creatures, and so we find euphemisms- we talk about ‘passing away,’ ‘kicking
the bucket,’ going to sleep ‘ or ‘going home,’ rather than using the blunt word ‘died.’ Ash
Wednesday is the one day in the year that we can’t avoid the truth; we are dust. Plain and simple.
Except for this year. This year past we have all lived with death; in the nightly briefings, the graphs
and the statistics; in the ever mounting toll of those who have died; in the daily self-examination that begins when we wake up
and check for symptoms; in the nagging fear kept- but only just- at arm’s length; in the prayer for those ill or in hospital or in
ICU; and, for us clergy, in the funerals. And we have lived with deaths of a different kind. The economic anxieties; the loss of a
job or a home; the cessation of all that gives us life, the social occasions, the weddings and baptisms, the meals with friends, the
hugs, the theatre and cinema and being at the great sporting occasions, the holidays. Losses of a different kind, but nevertheless,
all little deaths. So I want to mark this Lent differently. I know about death. I want life. In her poem, ‘The Summer Day,’ the
Christian poet Mary Oliver wrote;
Who made the world?
Who made the swan, and the black bear?
Who made the grasshopper?
This grasshopper, I meanthe one who has flung herself out of the grass,
the one who is eating sugar out of my hand,
who is moving her jaws back and forth instead of up and downwho is gazing around with her enormous and complicated eyes.
Now she lifts her pale forearms and thoroughly washes her face.
Now she snaps her wings open, and floats away.
I don’t know exactly what a prayer is.
I do know how to pay attention, how to fall down
into the grass, how to kneel down in the grass,
how to be idle and blessed, how to stroll through the fields,
which is what I have been doing all day.
Tell me, what else should I have done?
Doesn’t everything die at last, and too soon?
Tell me, what is it you plan to do
with your one wild and precious life?

‘Tell me, what is it you plan to do with your one wild and precious life?’ It’s the perfect question for this extraordinary Lent. I
hope you’ll carry it with you throughout this season. Ponder what it means to live a ‘wild and precious life.’ Give up the things
that domesticate and devalue you. Recognize and recover what is of ultimate value and importance. That would be keeping a
holy and blessed Lent. Because sometimes it feels like Lent gets overly focused on our past, the things we’ve done and left
undone, the life we have already lived. But what if Lent is really about the life yet to be lived? What if we gave as much or more
attention to where we are going as we do to where we have come from? What if “worthily lamenting our sins and acknowledging
our wretchedness” are really about the urgency of reclaiming and treasuring what is wild and precious about our lives? I think
that’s what Jesus did for those he met throughout his ministry. Think of the woman at the well. Think of Zaccheus up the tree,
desperate to see Jesus and to live a redeemed life, think of the woman taken in adultery, think of Nicodemus, think of Peter. All
of them precious, and all of them released by Jesus from humiliation and shame and regret and the judgement of others, free to
make a new start. A fresh start. A clean start. And that’s what this Lent is for. Maybe our greatest sins are the ones in which we
tame and impoverish our own lives and the lives of others. So I want us to come at Lent in a different way this year. I don’t want
us to do Lent as a project for self-improvement or a program for the management of sin. I want us to discover, and uncover, and
recover our one wild and precious life. It means being open, unbounded, and free – not so much to do whatever we want but to
receive whatever comes to you, to stay open to what you can neither control nor foresee. Not letting the past define or
domesticate you, and not letting the present moment close in on, capture, and cage you. Embracing the risk of an unknown future
– a wild life – and “the possibility of something new, the chance of something different, something that will transform the present
into something else”. And I want you to know that life is precious. You are precious. The preciousness of life means that we are
of infinite value. Do you see and believe that about yourself? Or are you devaluing yourself or others? We are the treasure chests
that hold God’s heart. So maybe this Lent we should divest ourselves of everything that diminishes our preciousness. How would
your life be different if you lived from a place of preciousness? If you saw others as precious? “Remember that you are dust, and
to dust you shall return,” the liturgy says. Hear Mary Oliver’s question. ‘Doesn’t everything die at last, and too soon?’ In the
midst of death, we are in life. This Lent, Jesus asks you, “tell me, what is it you plan to do with your one wild and precious
life?”
Bless you all!
Lesley

Pauline’s Meditation
There was once a handsome young man. He travelled the world with only the clothes he stood up in and yet he wanted for
nothing. Wherever he went he was invited to sup and to stay. From the lowest peasant to the highest lord, all begged for
his company, with food and drink and the finest of clothes. He never lacked a bed or good company. His life was one of
ease. He was generous, for he had known nothing but love.
There was once an ugly old woman. She travelled the world with only the clothes on her back, and yet no-one so much as
threw her a crust. Wherever she went she was chased away with jeers and blows. From the lowest peasant to the highest
lord, all turned their backs on her, with hardened faces and stoney hearts. She huddled alone, frozen, in ditches. Her life
was nothing but hardship. She was often bitter, for she had known nothing but contempt.
One day the two came to the same village. The old woman saw how the young man was welcomed and feted while she
was shunned and scorned. When he left the village she hurried to catch him, determined to know his secret. “Who are
you? Why is it wherever you go you are welcomed with open arms and everyone begs you to stay in their home, while I
am catcalled and ignored, though my plight is much worse than yours, and I am a more pitiable sight than you?”
“Ah,” said the youth, “I am Story Everyone loves me and I am welcome everywhere, for everyone wants to hear a good
tale, and to have their hearts lifted from the cares of the world.”
The woman answered. “So that is why! For I am Truth. No-one wants to hear me when I speak. All close their ears to
my words, and many will not even let me open my mouth.”
The young man looked at her. He was shocked. He lifted the flap of his coat and put it around her. “Then we will travel
together, and when I tell my tales you will speak, too.”
And that is why, when you hear a Story that pulls at your heart and will not let you forget it, you should peer closely at it,
for beneath its coat-tails, you are sure to find Truth.
A little folk tale reminds us of how very disturbing the truth can be - how we often don’t want to hear it because it makes
us uncomfortable, and we’d much rather wash our hands of it. Because even asking
about it can often get us into trouble.
This painting “What is Truth: Pilate and Christ” (1894) by Russian artist, Nikolai Ge,
depicts what is probably the most famous question ever asked: “What is truth?”. I came
across it by chance a few years ago when I was looking for a picture to illustrate a pew
sheet. I didn’t use it, but it stuck in my mind. If you can, look at it online - it’s incredibly powerful.

When it was exhibited it caused outrage. Critics were divided - a few admired it but most
cried “Blasphemy!” They were supported in that opinion by the Orthodox Church, which
was incensed at the portrayal of Jesus as an “ugly, resentful Jew”. In an age when people
of all nations were used to pictures of Jesus as handsome, benign, saintly, and gentle,
even under duress, it caused a wave of fury. It was removed from the exhibition.
What made it so controversial? It’s a simple picture, with only two subjects - unusual to begin with, but the focus of the
picture is even more unusual - it is Pilate. He is the illuminated figure in the foreground - tall, arrogant, sure of himself asking that question which has echoed down the centuries; “What is Truth?” He seems to be sneering, and a dismissive
gesture says, “Truth is what I say it is.” Perhaps there was a political element to this, too - Russia at that time was in upheaval. Maybe an image of a member of the ruling elite scornfully bullying a peasant was just a bit too disturbing. People, used to seeing Christ’s noble, regal divinity, did not like to see Jesus the Jew; Jesus the man; Jesus the sullen
captive. We are all so used to Jesus the God, that we forget he was also fully human, and he suffered, felt fear, distress,
anger - and here, in the shadows, his back to the wall, is the man Jesus. This is not the noble, triumphant Christ gazing
serenely at the procurator with loving eyes, despite his suffering; this is indeed an “ugly Jew”, a broken, defeated Jesus,
angry, resentful, bitter and afraid, yet determined. He’s dressed in rags; slumped, skinny, beaten, looking like a trapped
rat - and yet . . a shaft of light like the sword that Jesus promised to bring cuts between them, dividing the two. Separated
politically and personally, there will never be a place where they can meet. The rope around Jesus’ robe seems to be
drawing the sunlight to itself. It looks like the roots of a tree, firmly anchoring this branch of Jesse in God’s earth. And as
the day draws to a close, and a new day dawns, it will be Jesus on whom the light falls: Jesus from whom the
light comes. Pilate and the empire he serves will fall back into the shadows, never to re-emerge.
“What is Truth?” It’s a question that never goes away; all governments of all political stances spin the facts to suit themselves; businesses lie, and so do individuals, from all sorts of motives, good and bad. We live in an age where information
has never been more freely available - or more suspect, or difficult to test. We must search for the truth, because only the
truth will set us free. The truth will stand up to questioning. God’s truth does not change. The story of the divinity of
Jesus - an ordinary Galilean who died a hideous death - has been questioned time and again, and has stood the test of time
and continues to move people because in it, there is Truth. Truth can be disturbing, unsettling, upsetting - even terrifying. Often we don’t want to hear it, but we ignore it at our peril.
What is Truth?
Jesus is Truth.

Pauline Meek

Parish Registers
Lanchester and Burnhope

Funerals
17th February

John James Whitton aged 83 years (graveside at Kitswell Road)

22 February

Audrey Duncan aged 82 years

23rd February

Kenneth Prichard M.B.E. aged 77 years
‘May they rest in peace and rise in glory’

All Saints Parish Church

All Saints Scale Model

Phone
Church
During this lockdown we’re trying something new to help keep in touch. We’re using a telephone conferencing system that
doesn't cost us anything to run– it simply
costs those of who use it the price of a low
cost call, or calls may be included in your
telephone package. And it‘s easy to use.
Just call the main number, type in the conference room number when prompted and
then the guest PIN number. That will get
you into our ‘room.’ Say hello when you
come in , and you will be able to hear one
another. You can join in the service with
the responses, and afterwards you can stay
on the line to catch up– virtual coffee
time !
The numbers you need are
Dial 03330164757
Room Number 11718226#
Guest PIN 2468#
Phone church for St Thomas is at 10am
and for All Saints is at 11am I’m really
looking forward to hearing your Voices

Pictured above is Clive Holmes from Ushaw Moor,
Durham, He is from Nottinghamshire originally but
lived in London working for the Fire Brigade before
coming North. His hobby is making models of
prominent churches. He has previously made models of Durham and Lincoln Cathedrals, Southwell
Minster and Grimsby Minster. He was looking for a
local church to model. Someone suggested there is
a lovely church in Lanchester to which he replied
that he didn't know that there was a church in
Lanchester. He called one morning after Church to
say that he would like to make a model of our
church and that he would donate it to the Church
when finished. True to his word, he rang to arrange
to deliver it.
It is a beautiful piece of work and the scale is remarkably accurate.
We intend asking Clive when things return to normal to formally donate the piece.

Rob Matthews

NEWS FROM THE CHURCHES
Mothers’ Union Lanchester

March - Saints and Customs

I would like to thank all 43 Mothers’ Union
members and a special thank you to the 6
gallant collectors who struggled through snow and
ice and a vicious virus to collect the subs for 2021.
I am pleased to tell you that the accounts have been
audited and the cheque has gone to the Diocese.
I have had calls from both officers after they
received their relevant documents from me, telling
me that they were amazed to hear from me so
quickly considering the difficult circumstances. I
assured them that it was the sterling work of the
members that made it possible.
With very little activity last year our funds did not
grow but there is a healthy balance and we look
forward to the time when we can resume our
monthly meetings, even if that means in a somewhat
different setting. Until then take care and keep in
touch.
Thank goodness for the telephone.

The patron saints of Wales and Ireland are celebrated
in March. The leek is associated with St David and
the Shamrock with St Patrick. Other saints celebrated in March (and flowers) are St Euphrasia (The
pansy) St Edward (The crown imperial) and St Benedict (The valerian). The true flower of the spring
equinox (March 21) is the wood anemone or windflower.
Yellow is the colour of March with
daffodils, buttercups, coltsfoot and
celandine in abundance. The daffodil is also known as the Lent lily.
Palm branches, yew and box are
associated with Palm Sunday apparently also known as Fig Sunday or
fig pudding day, from an old custom of eating figs on that day. Good
Friday was the day for sowing Parsley seeds, cutting hazel rods for divining, and hanging wreaths of elder over doors and windows to
ward off lightning strikes. The
Pasque flower (pulsatilla vulgaris)
is also an Easter flower.

Dorothy Beadling
Phone Church
You may have seen the notice in the last magazine
and on the preceding page regarding Phone Church.
Have you tried it yet on a Sunday morning? Do you
think this is something we can use for Mothers’ Union? It is quite straightforward to use and it is low
cost. We would love to have the opportunity to have
a meeting using this system. Please give it a try next
Sunday to see how it works, and I look forward to
hearing your thoughts.

‘And fairey month of wakening
mirth,
From who our joys ensue.
Thou early gladder of the earth,
Thrice welcome here anew.
John Clare

Eileen Matthews

Table

Easter Raffle

The model of All Saints which has been gifted to
the Church is currently standing within the old
Choir vestry on one of the Gopak tables. It is possible that it will be used as part of our welcome to Pilgrims when the ‘Way of Light’ route is up and running after lockdown with leaflets and information.
As we currently use most of the Gopak tables for
many regular activities at Church we would like to
acquire a small polished table in keeping with the
surroundings to stand the model on. It would need
to have a surface size similar or slightly larger than
the Gopak about 4ft x3ft We would appreciate anyone who may have, or know someone who has, a
small table surplus to requirements. Please let the
Wardens know.

Advance notice - we are
planning an Easter Raffle
with prizes of food, drink,
chocolate and selfcare
hampers and many other
wonderful prizes details of
which and how to participate are on the flyer which
will accompany this issue.
As is usual we would welcome offers of gifts of
food for the hampers Please drop of at Margaret
Walters or Jen Smith or let them know and they
will collect.

Editor

Audrey Newton

The Wardens

100 Club
We are back ! The numbers for the first draw of the
year were drawn by Sue and Rob (socially distanced)
The winning numbers all of £5.00 are
120, 14, 82, 106, 07, 121

Sue Smith and Olga Walker
Eleanor’s Secret

I have copies of my third book still available. If
you would like a copy just contact me on 01207
520749 or steve24c07@aol.com. Money (£5) goes
to church funds.

Brenda.
Apology
The Editor would like to apologise to Elizabeth
and Alan Wharton. Their marriage took place of
course at St Andrews Church Stanley and not
Consett. Sorry for any confusion and distress

Ginger Winers

Would you please keep any empty ginger wine
bottles until we can arrange collection and storage.
This would be greatly appreciated.
Thank you.

Hazel Gaskill
Foodbank

Please don't forget those who depend on the foodbank at this difficult time. Lanchester All Saints is
not open for you to leave donations at present and
we have liaised with the Foodbank in Consett to see
how we can help. Lanchester donated over a ton of
food in the year before lockdown, and many people
would struggle without that generosity of spirit.
As it is difficult to collect food for the food bank
we have spoken to them and they are happy for us
to circulate their bank account details if anyone
wants to make money donations on line.
Sort code 40-52-40 Account number 00099102
Cheques for Consett foodbank should be made payable to Consett Food 4U, and posted to Durham
Foodbank, Durham Christian Partnership, MILE
House, Bridge End, Chester le Street, DH3 3RA

THINK FOOD BANK
As a church we are committed to
supporting the Food Bank in Consett
(There are now 29 Food Banks operating in the
Durham Diocese)

Church Wives

The daffodils are out for us to buy
Heralding the Spring with their heads held high.
Are you still holding your head high?
I hope so, though I cannot deny
That Lockdown is not easy and we long to be free
But God will rescue us, you will see.
We are winning through, but it will still take time.
Keep on believing and it will be fine.
Remember ‘Loving Kindness’ is important to Church
Wives
Because it makes a difference to everybody’s lives.

Brenda Craddock.
Open House

Those of you who attend Open House know that we have
a donation system at the end of our lunch and the money
is sent to various charities or good causes. It mounts up
during the year to a considerable amount and over the
years we have sent generous sums of money to various
causes. As most people know I have worked in a voluntary position for the Children’s Society since I was a
teenager (long, long ago) and the society is very close to
my heart. You will remember that for many years we
held a lovely and very popular Christingle Service in our
church and raised a considerable amount of money for
the society. For at least ten years now the donations given at the Christmas Open House have been sent to the
Society and I have recently sent £500 to them from accumulated Open House donations. I just want to thank all
our generous Open House Friends for making this possible. I miss you all and hope it will not be too long before we can open ‘Open House’! You will find below a
piece entitled ‘Words of Hope’ which I was sent this
Christmas from the society. It had been sent to them
from one of the Children’s Society supporters. I like it
and I hope you do too.
Words of Hope
When I was young, I heard a story about a little girl who
used to play the ‘Glad Game’. That was over 65 years
ago so I cannot remember the whole story.
This little girl was always thinking about or counting the
things she was glad about. “Oh I am wearing my favourite jumper today’’ or perhaps “I am glad the sun is out
because that makes me feel brighter” Just everyday
things to be thankful for.
This year has been a tough year but now we can feel
‘Glad’ that there are vaccinations available against this
horrible Coronavirus. Vaccinations are for the adults and
when we have had them we can gradually get back to a
normal way of life.
So have a happy Christmas and look forwards to better
things happening next year and never forget to play the
‘Glad Game’. Good luck! There is always something to
be glad about.
All I can say is that I am glad for so many nice people at
Lanchester Parish Church, not least of course our lovely
priest Lesley who cares for us and looks after us, doing
so many things behind the scenes for our good.

Brenda Craddock.

“My Sister is NOT a Statistic”

The Upper Room

Dorothy Duffy from Co. Mayo has written a moving poem
about the death of her sister Rose ‘Billy’ Mitchell (nee
Duffy) (81) in London, April 4th 2020, from coronavirus,
which has been broadcast by the BBC and RTÉ. Dorothy
Duffy said all she could think in the hours after she died
was: “My sister is not a statistic.” Two web links to Dorothy’s own reading of her poem are: https://
www.irishtimes.com/news/health/my-sister-is-not-astatistic-poem-honours-death-of-irish-woman-in-london1.4229377and:https://twitter.com/
BBCRadio4status/1354121897915658245“This poem - a
tribute and a lament for my sister was written in the hours
after her death amidst the swirl of news briefings announcing the daily C19 death toll.”

They meet together in the upper room
Gathering together in one accord,
He fetches a towel and washes their feet
And Judas slips out to betray His Lord.

MY SISTER IS NOT A STATISTIC
Tomorrow, when the latest Deathometer of Covid is announced in sonorous tones, Whilst all the bodies still
mount and curl towards the middle of the curve
Heaped one atop and alongside the othe
My sister will be among those numbers, among the throwaway lines Among the platitudes and lowered eyes,
an older person with underlying health conditions,
A pitiful way to lay rest the bare bones of a life.
MYSISTER IS NOT A STATISTIC
Her underlying conditions were Love, Kindness, Belief in
the essential goodness of mankind, Uproarious laughter,
Forgiveness, Compassion. A storyteller, A survivor,
A comforter, A force of nature And so much more
MY SISTER IS NOT A STATISTIC
She died without the soft touch of a loved one’s hand
Without the feathered kiss upon her forehead
Without the muted murmur of familiar family voices gathered around her bed, Without the gentle roar of laughter
that comes with memories recalled
Evoked from a time that already seems distant, when we
were connected by the simplicity of touch, of voice, of
presence.
MY SISTER IS NOT A STATISTIC
She was a woman who spanned the seven ages. A mother,
A grandmother, A great grandmother, A sister,
A friend, An aunt, A carer, A giver.
MY SISTER IS NOT A STATISTIC
And so, she joins the mounting thousands.
THEY ARE NOT STATISTICS ON THE DEATHOMETER
OF COVID
They are the wives, mothers, children, fathers, sisters,
brothers, The layers of all our loved ones If she could, believe me when I say, she would hold every last one of your
lost loves, croon to and comfort them and say – you were
loved. Whilst we who have been left behind mourn deep,
keening the loss, the injustice, the rage. One day we will
smile and laugh again, we will remember with joy that,
once we shared a life, we knew joy and survived sadness,
You are my sister........ and I love you.

Dorothy Duffy
4th April 2020

The bread and wine are there on the table,
He takes up the bread and breaks it in two,
The cup is passed round, each drinking from
it.
‘These symbols,’ He says, ‘are given for you’.
‘This bread is my body I freely give
This cup is my blood which soon will be shed’.
They eat and they drink not really knowing
Or understanding of what lies ahead.
A new covenant that night has been made
Where God Himself gives His life for us all,
The Life divine in exchange is given
To free mankind from the curse of the fall.
Two thousand years on we come to partake
Of His life poured out to cover our sin.
We eat and we drink the bread and the wine
With thankful hearts in remembrance of Him.

By Megan Carter
Your daily walk should be a sacred ritual
Under lockdown, millions of us who rarely walked
around our immediate locality are now well acquainted with every nearby driveway, every crack
in the pavement, and every pothole in the road.
We have developed views on our neighbours’ gardens, on their oddly coloured garage doors, and
on their dogs, children
and cars. If we go out at
the same time every
day, we may even be
saying hello to the same
people we don’t know
For many of us, that
daily walk has become
the high point of our
day. After all, it is one of the few liberties we have
left. Some of us go early, to enjoy the relative
peace and quiet. Some of us go midday, to at least
see other people, even if we can’t talk to them.
Others of us opt for dusk, the dark comfort of a
street with lit houses and stars in the sky.
Whatever time you most enjoy, make sure you do
make the time to go for your walk. Your mental
and physical fitness can only improve!

Source The Parish Pump

Let’s clap for mothers!

Movement over mind?

As Mother’s Day approaches, let’s hear it for all the mothers
who have been on the frontline of helping our country survive the Covid pandemic!
Just as we’ve clapped on our doorsteps for the NHS and other heroes, let’s applaud all that mothers have done – often
balancing home and employment – during these long lockdown months.
Research shows that mums have carried out most of the
home schooling and household tasks – with many also holding down important frontline roles in the NHS and other essential services.
Women spent more than twice as much time as men on their
children’s home schooling and development during the lockdown, according to a study by University College London. It
measured how parents responded while schools and nurseries were closed to most families.
The survey, reported by the Guardian newspaper, found that
women across several age groups took the major share of
childcare and home schooling. Those with primary schoolaged children “were considerably more likely” to have given
up working than fathers with children of the same age.
The pressure on families was further increased as many
grandparents and other carers were unable to help. Family
and friendship networks were put under strain with contacts
restricted to online Zoom or Facetime calls that are often
difficult with younger children.

Exercise can be just as effective as mindfulness
when it comes to reducing your stress and anxiety.
Such is the conclusion of a recent study at Cambridge University.

Launching a Children’s Society report into children’s welfare during the lockdown, chief executive Mark Russell said:
“We are living in unprecedented times. Months of national
lockdown, only small numbers of children in school, and
many families experiencing real crisis. Coronavirus has impacted every area of our lives and The Children’s Society
has been deeply concerned about the impact of this crisis on
children, especially the most disadvantaged.”
He added: “Our survey found a higher proportion of young
people experiencing low well-being than we are used to seeing. Whilst we know that most children’s well-being will
‘bounce-back’, there will be some who do not.”
Mothers are at the frontline of helping our children cope
with – and then recover from – the effects of the Covid pandemic and the extended lockdowns.
Many working mothers lost their jobs because of the pandemic, and families will be hard-pressed to make up for the
income lost. Food bank provider, the Trussell Trust has
warned churches to prepare for a ‘tidal wave’ of poverty and
to be ready to help their local communities.
This Mother’s Day, daffodils and chocolate may seem very
thin reward for the major contribution of mums across our
nation.
In normal times, they have a challenging and demanding job
to do. Through the pandemic, they have risen to the challenges and sought to ensure children thrive despite the lockdowns.
As we celebrate Mother’s Day, let’s recognise the amazing
efforts made by mothers in the home with their children.
Let’s also celebrate the vital roles many also play – as do
those without children – in the NHS, in education, in the
government and civil service, in keeping vital supplies flowing – and in our pulpits and across our churches.

Source The Parish Pump

Mindfulness is a form of
meditation which involves focussing your
thoughts and sensations,
and it has become popular in recent years. But now
Cambridge University experts say that it should not
be assumed that meditation will always have a positive impact. Instead, people can reap mental benefits
from physical exercise.

As one doctor said: “The main message here is,
don’t assume mindfulness will work. We have
much more evidence for the mental and physical
benefits of physical exercise.”
Last year it was found that people who exercised for
30 to 60 minutes at a time, for two to six hours a
week, recorded the fewest days of poor mental
health per month.

Source The Parish Pump
The Goldfinch
A flash of yellow, gold, and
red
Dancing in our flower bed
Flocked together, bringing
charm
Their joyful song restoring
calm.
Through centuries since times of old
We’ve always loved their plumage bold;
As they gathered round to feed
Seeking grubs, and thistle seed.
So, go ahead, and plant some thistles
You will see, among the bristles.
Golden birds who dance and dart
Bringing joy to warm your heart.

By Nigel Beeton

Seville Marmalade for sale
£2 per jar for church funds
Phone Margaret 521214
Or Jen 520498

Happy to deliver in the village

From the Archives
An Extract from the Parish Magazine of February 1901
My dear Friends
The season of Christmas and the New Year has come and gone,
very quickly and very quietly, and it is a matter of real
thankfulness to know that there has been less drunkenness than
usual, for it soes seem a terrible thing that such a vice should be
in any way associated with the Birthday of the Saviour of the
World. On Christmas Eve, a Yankee Christmas Tree, promoted
by the Committee of the Men’s Club, was held in the Assembly
Rooms and considering the novelty of the undertaking, it proved
a grand success. A Miscellaneous Entertainment was provided
consisting of songs and recitations. During the evening the
Vicar, as Chairman, distributed the hundred presents, great and
small, to the delighted recipients; altogether a very enjoyable
evening was spent, and with profit to the Men’s Club. Christmas
Day was fine, almost too fine for the time of year, and hardly,
seasonable; there were the regular Services in Church,
commencing with Holy Communion at 8.30, with a second
Celebration at Noon. We were glad to welcome home for
Christmas, from the Newcastle Hospital, W Atkin, a member of
our Choir, who a month previous had had to undergo a serious
operation, which so far has proved successful, and serves as
another instance of the wonderful advance that has been made in
Medical Science during the last few years; the time of
convalescence must necessarily under such conditions be
tedious, but we sincerely hope that any cause for future mischief
has been eradicated, and that a permanent cure has been
effected. On January 2nd, the children attending our Sunday
School were entertained to a good tea in the School; this over,
games of various kinds were indulged in, and then followed the
distribution of Prizes; a merry and enjoyable evening was spent
and our best thanks are due to all those Teachers, who kindly
assisted in the proceedings. At the close of the year we had a
circular letter from our dear old Bishop, the concluding
paragraph of which ran as follows:- “Only one request I will
make. Which is indeed, as I trust, unnecessary, that on the first
day of the New Century, opportunity may be given in every
parish to every parishioner to join in Holy Communion, the
service of fellowship of man with man, and of man with God, in
Christ. Such a common Eucharist will, we humbly trust, enable
us to face in confidence of faith, the perils and the opportunities
of the future, and to give reality in all we do to the belief that we
are one man in Christ Jesus,” and so in accordance with the
above we had a Celebration of the Holy Communion at 8-30,
and I feel sure that all those who made the effort to be present
could not help feeling that it had been good for them to be there
at such a time; would that many more had been moved to come.
On the First Sunday of the year, the Feast of the Epiphany, the
Dedication of the window in the tower took place. It is the gift
of Mrs. Hedley, of Burnhopeside Hall, in the memory of her
husband Mr Edward Hedley, who died on St. Luke’s Day,
October 18th, 1897. The work has been executed by Messrs,
Atkinson, of Newcastle and reflects great credit upon their skill
and workmanship. The subject of the one light is “The Good
Samaritan” and the other, “The Faithful Servant”. The
Dedication Service was held in the evening, when, in the
unavoidable absence of Canon Body through an attack of
lumbago. The Principal of Bede College, the Rev. G.H.S.
Walpole, preached to a large congregation. He chose as his text,
Matthew ii.2, from which he gave a splendid address on
“Worship” The Rev.E.Hill, the Abbey, Beckenham, assisted at
the Service, and the Vicar, accompanied by the other Clergy,
read the Prayers of Dedication at the West end immediately
before the last hymn GEORGE JEPSON Vicar and Surrogate

Peter Smith

From The Wardens

During the current lockdown we have continued to
ensure the Churches are kept as they should by regular visits. We are supporting Lesley as she facilitates funerals and ensure the Churches are prepared
before and after they take place with Peter and Jen’s
help. We still await our Quinquennial report, the
inspection having taken place in December.
St John’s inspection was delayed until the 16th February because of weather conditions and COVID-19
restrictions but has now taken place and the report
will be sent after it is compiled by the Architect
All servicing and maintenance work has been carried out as is required. The new clock controls that
were installed in September and reset in December,
had stopped striking and chiming again. Following
our email to Smiths of Derby they have returned to
site and reset the controls again. They have said if it
happens again, they will return and change the unit.
There is no cost to the church for this attendance.
Despite having the heating on daily for short intervals, the exceptionally cold weather did cause a
freeze up of the Chapter House boiler which on
melting forced a water supply pipe joint to spring
apart, causing water damage to the corridor between
the Chapter House and Church. Carpets have had to
be dried out and dehumidifiers used to dry out the
walls. Redecoration will be necessary. The Gas
board returned to site fitted the part but when the
pressure was restored it was noticed that there was a
leak in a pipe leading to the toilets accessed by removing a panel in the loft. This has now been repaired.
We have decided to retain the flag which is flying at
present throughout Lent but remove it for Holy
Week and k and reinstating it For Easter Day.

Rob Matthews
For The Churchwardens
Facemasks still for sale
Minimum donation £1 each
Various fabrics

All proceeds to church funds
Ring Margaret 521214 or Jen 520498
Happy to deliver in the village

LANCHESTER E.P. (Cont.) PRIMARY SCHOOL

I think I would be lying if I didn’t say how tough the first two months of this year have been for us all. Once
again, many children have been home-schooled, with parents attempting to work from home whilst also supporting their children with their education. Very tough for them all. I do think many families have just had
enough now and are desperate to be able to return to some kind of normality.
In school, we have had over 100 children accessing places for key workers and vulnerable children. The staff
have been keen to support and help in whatever way possible and we have been very fortunate in not having
to close any bubbles at all.
A number of staff and families have tested positive, but once again, there has been no spread at all across the
school itself which demonstrates the good hygiene standards in place.
It is wonderful to continue to write this after the Prime Minister’s announcement that schools will be fully reopening for all children on Monday 8th March. I felt so emotional on hearing this news – I am just so pleased
and so excited to be able to welcome them all back and just cannot wait to see the children skipping through
the doors once again.
Positivity has been essential during January and February – they are always difficult, long months with such
dark nights and grey skies. However, as usual, I do feel that our community has been strengthened as a result
of all the challenging times we have faced.
It is lovely now to be able to look forward and face a more positive future together:
I am hopeful for a summer term that is quite ‘normal’.
I am hopeful for a happy school, full of children in just under two weeks.
I am hopeful for the future of us being able to live with coronavirus and being able to have more freedom
due to the wonderful vaccination programme that our NHS are able to offer.
I am hopeful that our children will be more resilient due to the challenging year they have just gone
through.
I am also hopeful that we will be able, once more, to visit All Saints Church soon and share some wonderful Worship in person with you all.

Mrs Jane Davis
Head Teacher, Lanchester Endowed Parochial (Controlled) Primary School

How to stop stress getting the better of you

With the third lockdown, too many of us are facing a torrent of stress over job insecurity, home schooling,
isolation, illness, or all of the above! Stress makes us want to eat badly, exercise less and drink more. It also
has a profound effect on our immune system. While brief or ‘acute’ stress can spur us on to some specific
achievement, the opposite is true of ‘chronic’ stress, which does only damage. It suppresses our immune system, making us more susceptible to bugs. That is why a stressful event can leave you feeling run down, or
trigger a bad cold, shingles, or asthma. So how do we give our immune systems some help during this crisis?
Eat well. A balanced diet includes at least all six plant-based food groups: fruit, vegetables, wholegrains, legume, nuts and seeds.
Exercise every day: regular moderate exercise helps your immune system.
Get enough sleep. It has been called “the foundation of the immune system.” Avoid caffeine in the afternoon
and keep devices, laptops or screens away from you for an hour before bedtime. Instead, stretch and relax,
and consider a hot shower or bath.
Finally, don’t be mean to yourself. Practise some self-compassion. Give yourself some private time, forget
perfectionism, and accept that ‘sometimes half-good is good enough.’ Be kind to yourself – because even
that will help your immune system.

Source The Parish Pump

A year of coronavirus

Dates for your Diary March /April 2021

The Queen recently spoke for the whole country
when she said that many are, “tinged with sadness.
Some (are) mourning the loss of those dear to them
and other missing friends and family members, distanced for safety. When all they really want … is a
simple hug or a squeeze of the hand.”

Every morning throughout Lent follow the ‘Big
Story’ at 9am on the Lanchester Parish Church
Facebook page.
Service of the word Sunday Mornings at 9am on
our Facebook page and Phone Church 10am (St
Thomas) 11am All Saints (see page 5 for details)

We may have become accustomed to wearing face
masks in public, keeping our distance from others,
cutting out social gatherings, and attending church
services online, but ‘no touching’ seems the cruellest of punishments.

Thursday 25th March 6.45pm PCC via Zoom

As one vicar friend of mine said, the Church has had
to learn a lot from lockdown:

Sunday 4th April 10.30 am Easter Morning Service

“That Zoom is no substitute for meeting together,
sharing warmth, laughter, tears – and drinking from
the same cup. We have a commonality in Christ,
whoever we are. Christianity is more ‘us’ than ‘me’.
“Also, we cannot ignore those who will bear considerable cost arising from the pandemic. People have
lost loved ones, businesses, confidence, jobs. It is
vital that the church becomes a place of hope – not
glib, cliched words – but solid hope drawn from
Scripture and made real in action. The church could
become a real hub of the local community.
“But we have to rethink much of what we do and
how we say things. The money has all but gone now
and the church has to refocus on how it attracts people, what it says in plain English, how it presents
itself and provides a warm welcome to those who
haven’t a clue what Christianity is.... and all this on
a very tight budget!”
He’s got to be right. And some of us could begin to
apply some of his ideas right now, even before the
pandemic is under control.
As a direct consequence of lockdown, many of us
have much more money in the bank than we bargained for. We could send a substantial sum to our
local church, and some to an overseas charity, to
make some of those ambitions come true. With time
on our hands, we could earmark an hour or two for
emailing or phoning those in our address book who
live alone. We could buy extra supplies for a food
bank on our next visit to the supermarket.
And we must ask God to make our church more
comprehensible to those who consider themselves
outsiders.

Source The Parish Pump

Sunday 28th March 10.30 am Church Reopens
Friday 2nd April 2.00pm Good Friday Service

Wear your daffodil and unite in memory
Marie Curie, the UK’s leading end-of-life care charity will this year celebrate their 35th annual Great
Daffodil Appeal, which is held every March across
the UK. The money raised from this appeal enables
the charity to continue their vital work providing
care and support to people living with a terminal
illness and their families.
The coronavirus continues to have a devastating effect on Marie Curie’s fundraising, as activities up
and down the country have had to be cancelled.
However, there’s still lots of ways people can get
involved, with things like the Step into Spring Challenge in March where people walk 10,000 steps a
day, they can host a virtual collection or buy and wear one of
the charity’s iconic daffodils in
memory of a loved one.
This year will be even more
special as the charity encourages the nation to come together to reflect, grieve and remember for a National Day of
Reflection. Tuesday 23rd March 2021 will mark one
year since the UK first went into a nationwide lockdown and Marie Curie is inviting the nation to unite
and remember those who died and show support and
solidarity for those who have been bereaved. The
charity knows how important it is for people to
grieve and the emotional and psychological impact
of not being able to say goodbye properly and grieving in isolation can have.
Due to the pandemic, Marie Curie won’t have their
normal collections on the street, so donations are
more important than ever. To support the Great
Daffodil Appeal, you can donate at
www.mariecurie.org.uk/daffodil or you can buy
your daffodil pin in store at a number of high street
stores including Superdrug or Savers.

Source Parish Pump

12) ‘After this, his brother came out, with his hand
grasping — heel’ (Genesis 25:26) (5)
13) At Dothan the Lord struck the Arameans with —
at Elisha’s request (2 Kings 6:18) (9)
14) ‘Peter, before the cock crows today, you will —
three times that you know me’ (Luke22:34) (4)
15) Spit out (Psalm 59:7) (4)
18) ‘When I — , I am still with you’ (Psalm 139:18)
(5)
20) Concepts (Acts 17:20) (5)
21) Thyatira’s dealer in purple cloth (Acts 16:14) (5)
22) Does (anag.) (4)
23) The second set of seven cows in Pharaoh’s dream
were this (Genesis 41:19) (4)

Source The Parish Pump

ACROSS: 1, Planet. 4, Rugged. 7, True. 8, Augustus. 9, Attitude. 13, Bed. 16, Participation. 17,
War. 19, Hillside. 24, Baldhead. 25, Bede. 26,
Census. 27, Arisen.
Answers

Down
1) Where some of the seed scattered by the sower fell
(Matthew 13:4) (4)
2) Sexually immoral person whom God will judge
(Hebrews 13:4) (9)
3) Gospel leaflet (5)
4) Physical state of the boy brought to Jesus for healing (Mark 9:18)
5) Tugs (anag.) (4)
6) To put forth (5)
10) Nationality associated with St Patrick (5)
11)Leader of the descendants of Kohath (1 Chronicles
15:5) (5)

Our communities have all been being affected by
the Covid-19 pandemic: our schools, hospitals,
neighbours, churches, friends and families, so
when we’re out on our daily walk, let's turn the
time to prayer.
That’s the challenge from HOPE Together, which
is encouraging Christians to walk and pray in
2021.
Rachel Jordan-Wolf, HOPE’s executive director,
says: ‘Whatever time, wherever you live, whilst
we’re able and permitted to walk – let’s walk and
talk to the one who has the power to act and bring
change.’
HOPE is bringing together resources and ideas for
prayer walking from many UK prayer ministries.
An app is also being developed to track where
Christians have walked and prayed throughout the
UK. This is part of a worldwide Every Home for
Christ initiative called Oikos, which aims to take
the Christian message of hope to every home on
the planet over the next 20 years.

DOWN: 1, Path. 2, Adulterer. 3, Tract. 4, Rigid.
5, Gust. 6, Exude. 10, Irish. 11, Uriel. 12, Esau’s.
13, Blindness. 14, Deny. 15, Spew. 18, Awake.
20, Ideas. 21, Lydia. 22, Odes. 23, Lean.

Across
1) The earth is one (6)
4)‘On a hill far away stood an old — cross’ (6)
7) ‘I am the — vine and my Father is the gardener’ (John 15:1) (4)
8) The Caesar who was Roman Emperor at the time of
Jesus’ birth(Luke 2:1) (8)
9) ‘Your — should be the same as that of Christ Jesus’ (Philippians 2:5) (8)
13) Jesus said that no one would put a lighted lamp
under this (Luke 8:16) (3)
16) Involvement (1 Corinthians 10:16) (13)
17) Armed conflict (2 Chronicles 15:19) (3)
19) Where the Gaderene pigs were feeding (Mark
5:11) (8)
24) What jeering youths called Elisha on the road to
Bethel (2 Kings 2:23) (8)
25) The Venerable — , eighth-century Jarrow ecclesiastical scholar (4)
26) 8 Across issued a decree that this should take place
(Luke 2:1) (6)
27) Come into prominence (Deuteronomy 13:13) (6)

Walk and pray for your community in
2021

Book Reviews
The Easter Story - for families to share
By Martyn Payne, BRF, £2.50
The Easter Story is written for parents,
grandparents and carers to engage with their
children through a fun and stimulating family
Bible and prayer time. Each section provides a
brief comment on the passage, questions to
discuss, a visual aid to encourage engagement with
the story, an activity idea, a prayer idea, a key
verse and an Old or New Testament story link.

Prayer Tip for the Month
Pray for those you know
who seem closed to
Jesus, that their eyes
may be opened.

Smile Lines

The Sanity of Belief - why faith makes
sense
By Simon Edwards, SPCK, £7.99
This thoughtful, engaging book challenges the assumptions that may lead us to reject a faith and
doubt something that we’ve never really had the
chance to understand. From our need for meaning
and significance, to our desires for truth, goodness,
love and hope, he explores the things that matter to
us as human beings and shows us why the life,
death and resurrection of Jesus Christ might just
make sense of them all. It may be ideal for anyone
looking for a clear, down-to-earth introduction to
Christianity, or for those wanting to reaffirm the
foundations on which their faith is based.

Cartoon by Christine Lawson
Prayer for Families

Messy Vintage - share Christ-centred
fun and fellowship with the older generation
.
By Katie Norman and Jill Phipps, BRF,
£8.99
Here are 52 creative activities and short acts of
worship for use in care homes, churches, Messy
Churches and local community settings. Introducing the concept of Messy Vintage, it’s full of ideas
and practical advice to equip and inspire church
leaders, chaplains and care home staff as they seek
to meet the spiritual needs of older people.
A typical session involves hands-on creative activities to explore a Bible story, a short celebration
with story, song and prayer, and refreshments.

Rage and Hope - 75 prayers for a better
world SPCK, £9.99
This book has been produced as part of celebrating
75 years of Christian Aid.

Dear Father God,
In this month, when we especially think about mothers, we thank you for the families and friends you
have given us. You know how hard it has been to
have been separated over these past months, how
much we have missed and longed for their hugs, their
physical presence and fellowship.
As we hold on to the hope of overcoming the pandemic, help us to be strengthened by the power of the
love we receive - and to strengthen others by the love
we give.
May we know that, wherever we are, whatever our
circumstances, we and our loved ones are held safe
and connected by your unfailing love for us, revealed
in Jesus – who is alive - and from whom nothing, no
pandemic, no man-made turmoil, absolutely nothing
and no-one can separate us, when we put our trust in
Him.

Thank you, Father, that we belong to your family.
Thank you for the love and security we have in you.
In Jesus’ name, Amen.

By Daphne Kitching

Eazyclean carpet & Upholstery cleaning
First carpet £30, £20 per room thereafter on the same day
Free deodorising with all cleans
Rug and mattress cleaning
Fire and flood restoration

Mark Armstrong 07968926687
eazycleanmark@aol.co.uk

DAVISONS

FOR THE BEST IN FASHION

Front Street, Leadgate

Telephone: 502355

PAUL LOWE COUNSELLING
Are you currently struggling with a mental health or
life issue?
I can offer help using a range of therapeutic approaches
including Walk and Talk therapy and mindfulness.

Please contact or visit: Paul Lowe/Counselling
Directory.

Tel: 07598 437 118
The darkest times can bring us to the brightest places.
There is always hope.

Advertising
If anyone wishes to advertise
in the Parish News please contact Stephen Bailey for further
details
Tel: 01207 521884 or
s.bailey489@btinternet.com

ON SALE IN THE CHAPTER HOUSE
biscuits coffee tea
dried fruit chocolate
honey muesli
and much more

Traidcraft
helps small scale producers in
developing countries supports people
to trade out of poverty works to bring
about trade justice
COME AND BUY – PLAY YOUR PART

MSD Building Services Ltd
Gas Boiler Installations
Service & Repair
Landlord Safety Checks
Log and Muti fuel Stoves
24 hour Emergency Callout
Plumbing and Drainage
Kitchens and Bathrooms
Easy access baths and showers
Garage and Loft conversions
Fully Insured, Time Served
Family Run Local business

OLYMPIC TYRE SERVICE
CAR, VAN, 4X4 & TRUCK TYRES
PUNCTURE REPAIRS
WHEEL BALANCING

Office 01207 521604
Mobile 07939672948
mick.msd@sky.com

01207 236200
MITCHELL STREET, ANNFIELD PLAIN
(BEHIND THE ‘PLAINSMAN’ PUB)

43 Front Street
Langley Park
Durham
DH7 9SA
 (0191) 3863850

Stuart Wright

30 Sunderland Road
Gilesgate
Durham City
DH1 2L6
 (0191) 386 3850

Funeral Service, Durham
24 Hour Service

● Complete Funeral & Monumental Service to all areas ● Private Chapels of Rest ●
Funeral pre-payment plans by Golden Charter
www.stuartwrightfunerals .co.uk

Country Homes & Gifts
Incorporating

Gallery Coffee Shop
22 Front Street
Lanchester
Tel: (01207) 520383

Peter Dougherty

Kitchen and Bathroom Installations

Free Estimates

Design Service available
01207 570100
07866 203138
mrpdougherty@aol.com

